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Djokovic wins lndian Wells tille U.S. aclor pleads guilly to OUI in New Zealand
The Serbian beats Roger Federer to win the BNP
Paribas Open for the third ti me
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'Star Trek' actor Chris Pine is fined NZ$93 (US$79) and has his New
Zealand driver's liœnse suspended for six months
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Crimea declares statehood

Annual1 oo-km hike
starts Sa1urday
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SZ·DAY a111Œiel
for o1her cities:
UNESCOrep

The 100-km Hike Through
Shenzhen, said to be the ci~'s larges! annual hiking event, is scheduled
to start Saturday at lnner Lake Park in
Nanshan District
[Shenzhen] Page 3
cicilan20/ l@gmail.com

'Baby hatch' forced
to stop taking children
A GuangLhou "baby hatch," where
parents can safely leave unwanted
infants, has been forced to close
temporarily because staff couldn't

CRIMEA'S pa;Ii.ament yes-

"We hope all parties can

representative
and Creative Citics Network
specialist Mauro Rosi said
yesterday that the Shenzhcn
Design Award for Young
Talents (SZ·DAY) will "very
llikely be permanently held in
Shenzhen," praising the city's
ta hear President Vladimir first intemati~nal. design corn-
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AFTER a rigorous round ofjudging, nine professional entrants,
including three individuals and six teams, were honored
with the SZ • DAY Merit Awards for the ir originality, innovation
and contributions to economie recovery and better lives.
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Seoul

wmners
Berlin
"Enfant gâté" is a starter kit for
newborns. The collection includes
eight essential items babies need
for a start in their lives, including a
sleep suit, a sleeping bag, a cuddly
toy, a receiving blanket and other
necessities.
Enfant gâté is a popular French
term for "spoiled and loved child."
Developed in cooperation with
a local maternity clinic, the
garments, made of 100 percent
organic cotton, free of carcinogenic dyes and other harmful
substances, are hand-sewn with
traditional sewing machines in
Germany.
The products are very soft, use
breathable and moisture-regulating cotton and have intelligent
patterns that function without
buttons, zips or other hard materials.

Ability Bib

Kobe
"Ability Bib" is a tool for volunteers and victims in a disaster to
announce the skills that they have,
thereby promoting responsible
action and smooth communication with victims.
"Stress Mountain," based on
an advanced diagnostic system of
medical knowledge, is a web service for diagnosing the quantity of
accumulated stress and possibility
of onset depression in order to propose suitable counter-measures to
help prevent suicide.
"Community Travel Guide" is a
guidebook that allows encounters
with people who live the unique
Fukui life. By including 392 local
Fukui people, the book proposes
a new style of trip, which not ·
only obtains deep knowledge and
experiences, but also makes bonds
with people.

Animali Domesticki

Saint Etienne

Original Green Cup

Montreal
"Bornco," installed on regular
water hydrants, is a deviee that
provides fresh water in outdoor
spaces with four drinking spouts
at different heights to make the
water accessible to adults, children or people with mobility
impairments.
One of the two structural
arms contains a one-way valve
that allows water to flow into
the system while the main
water supply remains available
to fire departments. The adjustable installation angle allows for
good ergonomies with variable
hydrant heights.
Any drinking spout can be
replaced by a spray nozzle for
water games. One spout facing
down can be used to refill botties.
The circular shape is inviting and
gathers people together while
keeping them safe from water
splashes.

"Anchorage" is a project to research
design and territory with five
anchored installations in deserted
urban areas, which are developed in
association with designers, inhabitants, local artisans and public establishments to bring out the qualities
of specifie places.
Created by Laure Bertoni and
Sébastien Philibert, the awarded
entrant refers to a "playground"
at the intersection of two streets,
consisting of a stone, a large floor,
a long wood en bench and a wooden
hut installed on a bulky tree, to
discuss the relationship between
towns and rural areas.
"Animali Domesticki," designed
by Jean-sebastien Poncet, is a
new collection of urban furniture
inspired by the images of animais
to demonstrate and investigate
how rudimentary shapes can
stimulate the imagination. Each
animal is made up of a combination
of parts of equal dimensions, which
are eut at an angle of 30 degrees,
60 degrees or 90 degrees.
The pieces are made by welding
steel square tubes with a special
epoxy coating to improve the
surface quality, and are . given a
warm mat finish for easy maintenance. Designed in accordance
with urban furniture standards of
safety, ~olidity and durability, they
can be installed anywhere.
"Incredibox" is a musical application available online for free, based
on the idea of inviting users around
the world to become the conductor
of a group of beat box performers
in a few clicks. lt allows everyone
to express musicality through an
interface by dragging a sound icon
on animated characters to make
them sing.
Several features revolve around
this basic principle, such as the
ability to make mutes or solos
unlocking bonuses.

"Original Green Cup," developed
by the Ecojun Company, is made
from eco-friendly materials: biodegradable corn plastic with a "v"
shaped crack on the top of the eup
to prevent tea bags from slipping
inside.
It is wrapped by a sleeve made
of used burlap coffee bags, which
reminds users of a takeout coffee
eup and delivers a natural feeling.
Designers used 100 percent used
paper for packaging, and the package itself can serve as a saucer or a
eup holder to minimize waste.
The product creates employment
opportunities for handicapped
people to develop self-reliance by
involving them in the entire process of packing, whilc a portion
of the profits will go to "Wells for
Africa Campaign."

Shenzhen
"Lotus Pool" is a book created by
local designer Ren Sisi, which uses
aluminum plating as the cover
material and employs the oxidation process and laser engraving.
The connection between cover and
spine uses a new kind of metal
structure.
"Textual Logic: Works by Wang
Dongling, Qiu Zhenzhong and Xu
Bing" is an interpretation of both
the statement of calligraphy and
the restraint of traditional culture.

Shanghai
"Philips Solar Lamp," designed
by Ding Wei, who founded Moma
Company, is an innovative product
that is both green energy and lowcarbon that focuses on the needs of
people who live in remote areas,
such as parts of Africa. It has a
solar energy board battery charger,
which can provide power for three
to eight hours, but is only the size
of a AAA rechargeable battery.
The slim shape of the product.
reflects the aesthetic values _of
industrial design, and it blends
the art design and green technology together with simple
design language. In the lighting
area, it adopts combination LED
backlighting and a high transmittance acrylic board, which has tons
of tiny holes in it.

Philips Solar Lamp
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